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General conditions of sale Camping les Actinidias
We ask you to read carefully the general conditions below. Booking a stay implies full adherence to these conditions.
General rules :
- Our campsite has a rules of procedure posted at the reception. As a customer of the campsite, this one is opposable to you.
- Attention animals must be kept on a leash permanently and not left alone. The vaccination and identification card can be
requested at any time.
- Wood and charcoal barbecues are prohibited outside the collective barbecue, only gas and electric barbecues are allowed. No
installation (tent), vehicle or additional person is accepted on the site or rentals without agreement of the campsite.
- The calm must be respected from 23:00 to 7:00 the next day in the campsite as in its surroundings.
Terms of Sale Bare pitches
Tourist ta : . € per perso a d per da fro
€ per da a d per perso o er 8 ears

8 ears old. E o-tax (garbage collection, selective sorting and recycling): 0.30

Fees: They are due according to the number of nights reserved and their calculation is carried out from noon to noon.
CONDITION OF BOOKING: The reser atio of the site ill e effe ti e o l after the pa e t of the deposit
€ . The pla e is
reserved for you 24H, after which, we have this place freely, considering your reservation as canceled. We do not make any
refund in case of cancellation, so we offer a cancellation insurance from Campez couvert.
Terms of Sale Rentals
1 / The rental starts at 3 pm and ends at 10 am from Sunday to Sunday or from Saturday to Saturday depending on the type of
rental. Different departure and arrival days in the off season according to availability.
2 / The price: the tenant pays a deposit representing 30% of the rental price. He settles the balance of the rent at least 30 days
before his arrival. Whatever may happen during his stay (Illness, accident or unforeseen event), the lessor will keep the
entirety.
3 / The rented premises must be inhabited under normal conditions. They are equipped and furnished for the number of
people indicated; any surplus must be reported to us and gives rise to an increase in the rental price. Any tent installation on
site is prohibited.
4 / Only one car is allowed inside the campsite, the extra car, if there is, will park on the outside parking.
5 / Dogs "even small, even nice" or other animals are prohibited inside the hiring.
6 / The tenant will in his interest, check on arrival the inventory and inventory and the proper operation of household
appliances and sanitary. If claim: report it to the reception within 24 hours.
7 / Movable objects shall only suffer depreciation from normal use. In the event that some of them are damaged or broken or
missing, they must be replaced by similar ones of equal value or the price of the replacement can be paid by the tenant at the
reception who will fix the cost.
8 / At the beginning, the furniture and movable objects will have to be put back to the place which they occupied at the
entrance. The tenant will have to close the hiring and to hand the keys to the reception before 10 hours imperatively.
9 / Our verification of the rented places will intervene between 8:30 and 10:00 the day envisaged of our contract. In the event
of a hasty departure, this condition will be done anyway after your departure and before the taking of possession of the new
tenant.
10 / Guara tee, to prepare a d settle
separate he ks at the ha di g o er of the ke s; € per eek for the household
a d
€ to a s er for the da age that ould e caused to the movable objects or other stuffing the rented places. These
sums will be returned within a week if the cleaning was done correctly for the first and deduction of possible damage for the
second. If the guarantee is insufficient the tenant agrees to complete the sum.
BOOKING: This becomes effective the day of receipt of our signed contract and after the payment of your deposit, subject to
rental still available on this date
.
The reservation is effective: It is confirmed by mail to present us on your arrival. A receipt is issued for the amount of your
payment.
The reservation can not be made: We inform you by return mail, restoring your deposit.
THE TENANT encloses a deposit representing 1/3 of the rental amount.
It adds 2.7% of the total amount excluding tourist taxes if it wishes to take out the cancellation insurance.
In accordance with Article L152-1 of the Consumer Code, you can recover free of charge from the MEDCYS Mediation Service
"Mediation of Consumer Disputes

